
All companies that have their furniture certified with 
Möbelfakta must have at least one declarant. An external 
third party auditor reviews and approves the declarations 
and conducts regular audits of the furniture companies. 
All declarations must be renewed every five years.

Do you want to know more? Visit us at www.mobelfakta.se
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The furniture complies 
with recognised European 

and international standards.

All parties in the supply 
chain producing the piece of 
furniture and its components 
comply with the requirements 

according to UN Global 
Compact.

Tough environmental 
requirements are imposed on raw 

materials and on the finished 
furniture, which ensure minimal 
impact in both manufacturing 

and use.

THE ONLY  
SUSTAINABLE 
OPTION
Möbelfakta is a unique reference and labeling 
system for furniture and interior fittings, 
with demands on quality, environmental 
and social responsibility. Furniture that  
meets the requirements contribute to  
sustainable development and allows  
people to make a conscious choice.

We follow the  
UN Global Compact.



Möbelfakta looks ahead 
towards the 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals of 
Agenda 2030
• Circular business models
• Renewable and recyclable 

raw materials
• Non-toxic products
• Social dumping must not be a 

competitive advantage

By 2045, Sweden will have 
no net greenhouse gas 
emissions.
• 100% non-toxic products
• 100% circular, recyclable, 

separable products
• 100% renewable energy

VDN-fakta is created for 
testing and quality labeling of 
furniture with Erik Berglund 
as secretary. VDN-fakta gains 
international attention.

The label is expanded with 
requirements for environ-
mental product declaration 
and environmental policy.

Erik Berglund, begins at 
Carl Malmstens Verkstadsskola 
in Linköping, and becomes a 
furniture designer with 
Professor Carl Malmsten.

Erik Berglund launches 
Möbelfakta as a replacement
for VDN. The focus is on 
testing product quality and 
the creation of a declaration 
system for properties such as 
durability and material quality.

Launch of New Möbelfakta 
with social responsibility 
requirements according to 
UN Global Compact and 
comprehensive environmental 
requirements for production 
of components and finished 
furniture.

and the environment. Requirements on the finished furniture 
include labeling and traceability, maintenance and product 
information, spare parts, recycling and packaging. The criteria 
from the National Agency for Public Procurement form the 
basis for Möbelfakta’s environmental requirements.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
By making demands for social responsibility, Möbelfakta 
contributes to improved working conditions and a devel-
opment towards better living conditions where it is most 
needed. The social responsibility requirements are based 

on the UN Global Compact. The furniture manufacturer 
controls its own operations as well as mapping and carrying 
out risk analyses of its sub-contractors. This is to ensure 
that the social requirements are met where the furniture 
and its components are manufactured.

THIRD PARTY REVIEW
An external third party auditor handles and approves the 
declarations and conducts regular audits of the furniture 
companies. All declarations must be renewed every five years.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
WITH MÖBELFAKTA
Möbelfakta’s requirements are based on recognised well-established criteria from standardisation, authorities 
and international organisations. Möbelfakta is unique when it comes to making demands because it includes environment, 
quality and social responisbility – thus ensuring real sustainable development.

QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
Möbelfakta’s quality requirements are based on recognised 
European and international standards ensuring the durability, 
function and safety of furniture, as well as resistance to wear. 
The furniture has been tested at accredited test institutes.

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS  
Möbelfakta sets strict environmental requirements for compo-
nents and finished products. Raw materials and components 
have to meet strict criteria on chemical content, emissions, 
sustainable forestry and minimal impact on both humans 
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